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PROGRAM INFORMATION 

What is a CLTA Titlecast? 
CLTA Titlecast, CLTA’s new free on-demand educational 
podcast series, delivers in-depth conversations with title 
experts about topics relative to the title industry in the state of 
California. 
 
Who are the speakers? 
The speakers for CLTA Titlecast episodes are professionals in 
the land title industry. Many are involved in CLTA Committees. 
 
How long are the episodes? 
CLTA Titlecast episodes vary in length depending on the 
subject matter. Some Titlecast episodes are 10 minutes in 
length with the majority being 30-45 minutes in duration. 
 
How often do you release new episodes? 
CLTA plans to offer new episodes of the Titlecast every month 
in 2020/21. More episodes may be added as new and 
informative topics arise. See the current list HERE. 

Who is your audience? 
CLTA Regular & Associate members, consisting of title 
company employees, as well as Affiliate members who are 
individuals that work closely with land title professionals.  
CLTA Titlecast episodes are available at no cost to CLTA 
members only. Interested in membership?  
Contact:  Cynthia Groom | Membership Coordinator 
cg@clta.org | 916-444-2647 X 102  
 
How do you announce new episodes of the CLTA 
Titlecast? 
• Via CLTA News Express at the time of release; and 
• Via the monthly CLTA eNews (new episodes will be 

highlighted and a link to Titlecast library will be included.) 
 
How many views per episode do you expect? 
At least 100 views per episode. We cannot track individual 
listeners, only episode views.  As an example, CLTA’s Podcast 
“Recording in a Pandemic” has been viewed over 125 times. 

 
SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION 

Why should my company sponsor a  CLTA Titlecast?  
• If you conduct business with the title industry in California, 

you don’t want to miss this opportunity! CLTA is the first 
land title association in the nation moving to a podcast 
format to educate the title industry in California.   

• CLTA’s communications are delivered to the top title 
executives in California, as well as the employees who 
facilitate the safe transfer of real property in the most 
populous state in the country. 

 
How many people are on your distribution list? 
• CLTA Members: 1,475 | Non-Members: 495 

 
What is included in the Sponsorship? 
• Verbal acknowledgement of the Sponsor at the beginning and 

conclusion of Titlecast by host. Sponsor to supply Tagline of no 
more than 15 words per episode. 

• Sponsor logo(s) on main CLTA Education page  
• Sponsor logo(s) on the sponsored CLTA Titlecast webpage 

(sample) 
• Sponsor logo(s) on CLTA News Express announcing Titlecast 

release 
• Sponsor logo(s) on each slide of presentation and/or handouts  
• Minimum shelf life of one year 

 
Can I listen to a sample CLTA Titlecast episode? 
Yes! Don’t miss this one-of-a-kind opportunity to get your 
company’s name front and center before CLTA’s title 
insurance professionals! Please listen to a sample Titlecast, 
available HERE. Sample also includes presentation slides and 
handouts. 

 
 

How many episodes can my company sponsor at once? 
Sponsors can reserve either one or both Titlecast sponsor slots 
per episode. Both sponsor slots per episode will be identical. 
Sponsorships are on a first-come, first-serve basis. See the 
Sponsor Reservation Form for more details. 

 
How many sponsors are allowed per Titlecast episode? 
CLTA will allow up to TWO sponsors per episode, with sponsor 
acknowledgements taking place at the beginning and end of 
each episode. The two sponsorships for each episode can be 
purchased by two different companies, or one company may 
purchase both slots to have exclusivity. Both sponsorship slots 
will be identical. 

 
Can my company record an episode for CLTA Titlecast? 
Yes! Please contact CLTA staff for more information: 
Heather Starkey | Education Coordinator 
hs@clta.org | 916-444-2647 ext. 103 

 
What is the cost to sponsor a sponsorship slot? 
CLTA Members: $250.00 | Non-Members: $500.00 

 
How can I secure a sponsorship? 
Please complete the CLTA Titlecast Reservation Form and 
return to cg@clta.org. Upon receipt, a Sponsorship 
Confirmation and invoice will be sent to you.  
 
Who can I contact with questions? 
RE: Content: Heather Starkey | hs@clta.org | 916-444-2647 x103 
RE: Sponsorship: Cynthia Groom |cg@clta.org | 916-444-2647 x102 
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